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Two of the highlights of the Authentic Leadership Academy are its powerful,

experiential, in person leadership retreats. After a year of COVID, we know

that many of our members are excited to start travelling and connecting again.

At the same time, your health and safety is our top concern. 

The Four Seasons Westlake Village is a tranquil oasis, with lush gardens and a

brand new renovation, located 30 miles to the west of Los Angeles. For this

initial retreat, we will be working closely with the hotel to ensure that your

experience is both luxurious, enjoyable and safe. Their on-site medical center

gives us the option to provide rapid COVID testing at the start, and we will also

provide a virtual option, so you can fully participate from the comfort of your

own home, if you prefer.

FOUR SEASONS
WESTLAKE VILLAGE

How to Create Extraordinary Results
April 24-25, 2021

The Experience

One of the most important questions in business is how to get the most from

your people, so they can perform at their highest levels and your company can

achieve exceptional results. The problem is that the most common approaches

to accountability create mediocre results. If you take a hard approach, with

strict rules, fear and the threat of punishment, you create short term

compliance followed by decreasing results over time. If you take a soft

approach, with lax rules, pleasing and the avoidance of conflict, you create

short term enthusiasm – that’s also followed by decreasing results over time. 

The third choice is to learn and practice the skills of Positive Accountability.

This involves slowing down and talking about what it really means to make

agreements; learning how to practice the 12 agreements of a high performing

culture; inviting others to practice these agreements; and then learning a

specific set of leadership skills for working with broken agreements and unmet

expectations. In this retreat, you will be taking the relationships where you

most want to increase results, creating an action plan for doing so, practicing

the necessary skills, and then tracking your results after, as you implement

your plan.

The Retreat



Thanks to the profound generosity of one of our ALA members, the second

retreat will be held on a 3 day cruise aboard a 104' long, meticulously crafted

yacht. Completed this year, she has four staterooms plus a magnificent salon,

spacious sun deck and crew of four. This retreat will be a once in a lifetime

experience filled with learning, growth, connection and fun.

Our journey begins Friday morning in Newport Beach. After visiting Catalina

Island for lunch, we will stay the night on the San Diego Coronado peninsula,

at the historic Hotel del Coronado. Travelling up the coast on Saturday, we'll

disembark to the Hilton Santa Barbara Beachfront Resort, where Brian and

Nicole got married. Then on Sunday, after a visit to the pristine Channel

Islands, we'll return to where we started, but in a very different place, for

sunset off of Newport Beach.

THE WATERS OF
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

How to Create Extraordinary Relationships

September 24-26, 2021

The Experience

In addition to creating extraordinary results, the second key goal of business

is to create extraordinary relationships - both at work, at home and in the

rest of your life. The problem is that in relationships, its impossible to

separate care from conflict. The more we care, the more conflicts we

experience. In response, we face two bad choices: silence or violence. Either

we pull away, armor up and repress our feelings, or we rush in, blow up and

express our feelings. Neither works. The third choice - the master practice of

Authentic Leadership - is to learn how to turn conflict into growth. On this

retreat, you'll be learning and practicing a set of simple, extremely powerful

tools for doing so.  

This cruise is included in your tuition, with the exception of hotel lodging and

gratuities for the crew. Details are subject to change, depending on the

weather and COVID.

The Retreat


